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Foreword
Mildred Hauck, General Director 2018/19

San Isidro, a small and hidden community on the outskirts of
Arequipa, far away from its touristic city centre, is inhabited by
lovely and humble people who despite the harsh living
conditions and reckless exploitation of the informal brick
industry share their hopes and beliefs for a better future with
Intiwawa. Since its beginning Intiwawa has been
accompanying the families to overcome the limiting conditions
of poverty and invest in the education of new generations.
With its strategy of diversifying income and expanding impact
measurement, Intiwawa has introduced many changes and
initiatives in 2019. Starting as a small grassroot organisation
that depends entirely on German funding, this year we have
been able to cover 20 % of the annual budget with local
fundraising activities, regain 50 % of the investment into our
textile project through our mothers’ productivity and increase
our international income through new crowdfunding,
sponsorships and membership contributions. In Intiwawa we care about the right investment of
our donors’ funds and are therefore proud to present our advances of 2019 in this annual report.
As a dynamic organisation with horizontal structures and a great team spirit involving many
young talents, we call out to individuals and companies around the world to join our story and
deeply thank all of those who are already part of it. Every cent you give, every second you offer
and every word you share, leaves our community with another drop of humanism that fills an
ocean of empowering opportunities upon which our children grow and build their future.
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OUR HISTORY

In 2005, Intiwawa began as a group of Peruvian volunteers
led by founder Leonel Revilla, who saw the need for change
in the poor slums of South America, where child work is
highly prevalent. Starting with the unadopted place of San
Isidro, Arequipa, the group initiated educational activities for
the children of local brickmakers.
By 2007, co-founder Henning Luecke shared the vision of
helping these children and registered Intiwawa as an official
charity in Germany in order to send volunteers and funds to
Peru. Starting with one of the biggest crowdfunding
initiatives in 2013, Intiwawa’s first educational centre
completed its construction and the children of San Isidro
finally had a dedicated place to go for their classes and
workshops. After various years of depending only on German
funding, in 2018, the charity was registered in Peru with the aim of raising funds locally and a
view to making the organisation an entirely Peruvian venture. Following this development
Intiwawa has been able to build some first networks in Arequipa to raise funds and expand its
local staff. New positions have been created and enabled new income sources and selfsustaining project initiatives.

Since its inception, Intiwawa has impacted the lives of approximately more than 2000 local
children and families in San Isidro and Coporaque, with daily activities for children ranging from
academic after-school programs to intercultural workshops that embrace local customs and
traditions. In addition, nutritional and dental programmes have been implemented to ensure a
holistic approach to the well-being of the communities we serve.

There are also projects made for parents and relatives, where
medical practitioners, psychologists and local institutions are
invited to impart professional childcare advice; as well as our
knitting workshops aimed at giving women independence through
empowerment and alternative forms of income in a maledominated culture.
In its history, Intiwawa’s work has won international recognition,
receiving the Global Leadership Award for Social Enterprises by
the Goldman Sachs Foundation in 2008. Today, we receive
hundreds of volunteers a year and have an impressive online
following of 5,860 on Facebook.
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WHERE WE WORK

Arequipa, sitting in the middle of one of the world's driest
deserts, the Atacama desert, is Peru’s second largest city after
Lima and a rapidly growing metropolitan area within South
America. Local industries include mining, construction,
manufacturing (particularly woolen products made from alpaca
fur), and tourism stemming from Arequipa’s rich history and
stunning views.
San Isidro is a relatively new community located about some
13 kilometres outside of Arequipa. Most of its inhabitants
migrated from the countryside during the latter half of the last
century, in search of higher incomes and improved living
standards. Unfortunately, as the region around Arequipa
continues to grow, and San Isidro is only one of hundreds of
such communities, the authorities are unable to provide
adequate services for the people.
As unadopted and often neglected slum, San Isidro sits in the
middle of several illegal brick construction sites. Families here
are either unemployed or work informally producing bricks
from clay. For this hard physical work they receive a low
income without basic standards, and most families resort to
child labour and live in extreme poverty.

As well as working daily in the community of San Isidro, since various
years, Intiwawa has been impacting a village in the popular tourist site
of the Colca Canyon. Coporaque is a small farming town in the Colca
district, where income for the local people is dependent on climatic
conditions. Electricity was introduced to the town only a few years ago,
and those that migrate from rural Coporaque to cities like Arequipa in
search for better opportunities, commonly find themselves in equally
destitute communities in the city’s periphery.
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OUR STRUCTURE

Intiwawa consists of two registered Peruvian and German nonprofit organizations, with two established committees in charge of
its administration. There are currently 20 members who sit on both
committees.
The Peruvian committee is made up of local Peruvian volunteers,
as well as international coordinators working in finance,
fundraising, sales, impact measurement,
marketing and
communications and the coordination and recruitment of
volunteers. The Peruvian team has an executive role on making
project-related decisions. The German committee is made up of
mainly ex-volunteers who have volunteered with Intiwawa in the
past and have since stayed involved with the organization. These
positions mainly include finances, recruitment, fundraising and
sales. The function of the German team is supportive, responsible
for channeling financial and human resources to Peru.
As the main mediator and connector between Germany and Peru as well as internal and
external stakeholders, Mildred Hauck has been employed as General Director since 2018 filling
a necessary role to manage day-to-day operations in Arequipa and the community. By taking on
critical administration and operational tasks, together with the team Mildred has worked hard to
initiate necessary sustainable steps for the future. After a successful selection and transition
period,
Maria Llanos Martell is taking on this role in 2020 to further the professional
development by enhancing Intiwawa’s projects and administrative work with a brand new and
visionary strategic plan.
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OUR PROJECTS

All our projects are concentrated on three key areas of
development:
Education, Health and Empowerment.

The families of San Isidro
Intiwawa aims to improve the living conditions of the families in the community of San Isidro with
a focus on the integral development of the children. This annual report therefore includes data
on the socioeconomic situation of the families that Intiwawa impacts. As a primary data source,
Intiwawa has conducted community surveys to get a closer understanding of the families’ needs
and opinions.
During the surveys conducted from October until December 2019
with 42 families of 65 children that attend our projects, we found that
the majority of families consists of man and woman cohabiting with
three children. The majority of the parents work in informal brick
manufacturing.

On average a mother earns monthly 557 Soles, a father earns
monthly 570 Soles. These numbers however rely on oral information
of the parents since in all cases there has not been a contract for
proof. Most families also do not give exact working times and typically
answer with “I always work” or “I work sometimes”. In addition, no
social benefit such as insurance or pensions are included, plus most
families also barry the production costs for raw materials which is
relatively high in brick manufacturing. The survey has clearly shown how the income from a
mother depends on the partner. Hence, when the latter becomes ill, passes away or moves out,
the mother stays without income. As such, the income from the mothers is much more unstable
than the income from the fathers. As the mothers are almost in all families the major caretakers,
this unstable income creates concerning insecurities in the living environment of the children.
The survey has also revealed major income differences during the year, since productivity in the
brick sector depends on several factors: strongly fluctuating demand of bricks and labour, illness
in the context of harsh working conditions and climate. Since the workplace in brick
manufacturing is outside, without a roof, it is not possible to work during the rainy season in the
first three months of the year. Moreover, trucks that collect the bricks and distribute it to the
suppliers, cannot reach the production places due to floods that worsen the existing
infrastructure. The permanent exposure to high sun radiation is, amongst other reasons such as
physically tiring work, mal-/ undernutrition and poor living conditions, also an important
determinator for illness in families. The lack of protection against the sun (for example decent
clothing and solar screen) increases the risk of cancer and other sickness. Often, parents report
about their continuous headache or problems with the eyes as the sun reflects in the dry
ground.
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The low salary causes significant food shortages in the
households, which becomes difficult to break out from. On
average, the parents who often save up food for their children go
to sleep 9 days a month with an empty stomach. There is also a
huge lack in nutrients in daily meals as stated by the nutritionist,
causing an alarming outbreak of anemia and other diseases to
both children and parents. These diseases, on its turn, influence
concentration and learning behaviours in school and reduce the
working capabilities from the parents, all of which have a negative
influence on the income in the short and long term.
The parents work on average six days per week, and easily 10-12
hours a day. While during one visit a child of only two years
young has been transporting bricks from one place to another,
most families admit that children help their parents out when they
are “old enough” to carry or help. Working hours and low
education amongst parents makes life more stressful and leads to the fact that the mother (or
principal caretaker) worries that she does not have enough time and knowledge to educate her
children and assisted with their school work.
Considering all these different aspects of poverty, families in San Isidro often end up in a vicious
circle. Low and unstable salaries make life planning impossible and leads to a short term view
on the satisfaction of basic human needs. Parents therefore feel forced to ask their children to
help them with their work, which decreases the children's learning abilities at school and, in the
end, lowers their job opportunities in the future. The new generations find themselves doing the
same job again and earning a similar salary as their parents did. By educating children,
Intiwawa wants to break this vicious circle in the long run.
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EDUCATION
Tareas
Child labour and domestic violence are sadly common in San
Isidro. Many children help their parents with working in brick
production after or during school hours. Parents also have
difficulties in helping their children with schoolwork because of
lack of time and basic education. Every day, our volunteers work
closely with the children of San Isidro to provide homework
support. Since 2019, tutoring prepared by the volunteers has
been added in the second hour to improve the childrens’
academic skills in Maths, Communications and English. After
washing their hands, the children receive lunch each day
prepared by our cook. Before going home they brush their teeth,
reinforcing basic hygiene standards that they rarely practice at
home.

Club Intiwawa
After a long week of school and academic programmes, we offer
the children fun activities on Saturdays through creative and
social activities. This year we have opened up the sessions to all
children to have mixed age groups participating all together at
weekly workshops and projects to develop social skills such as
communication, teamwork and work autonomy. We also have
professionals visiting us to teach the kids about a profession, skill
or recreational activity.

HEALTH
Dentist Project

Our dentist project has been ongoing for a few years now, and
over the last two years it has become self-sufficient. Whereas
before volunteers would accompany the children to the dentist,
now parents are taking responsibility for the childrens’ visits to
the dentist themselves and set up appointments directly with the
dentists. 50% of the treatment costs are covered by the
Universidad Católica San Pablo. As the community has been
rarely visiting the clinic, Intiwawa has introduced monthly
prevention and teaching sessions for kids and parents in 2019.
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Daily Nutrition

Being one of its biggest investments, Intiwawa provides daily
meals freshly prepared in our kitchen by local cooks. A nutritionist
has been hired to visit San Isidro at the end of the year and
analyses the quality of our meals as well as the general health
state of the children by measuring their blood values, weight and
height. The nutritionist communicates the results to the parents in
consulting sessions and encourages them to cook a varied diet
with cheap and accessible ingredients. In addition, the results are
shared with our cook Isidora to adapt the food plan for the children
to a more varied and nutritional meal.

EMPOWERMENT
Madres Luchadoras
As in many parts of the world, women in Peru are often subject to
discrimination due to traditional roles in society. Many mothers
have trouble finding employment so they work informally in brick
production, carrying out exhausting labour in perilous conditions,
or have no income.
After a survey revealed an outstanding interest of the mothers in
textile production, intensive textile training has been offered to the
mothers during the rainy season in February 2019. In April, the
mothers already started to produce some first woolen textiles such
as scarves, hats and gloves. Around August, Intiwawa was able to
participate in some larger expositions and sell a wide range of
products which also include ponchos, pulovers and dresses. At the
end of the year, Intiwawa has been looking to initiate production of
a different variety of textile products due to a new initiative to
create new partnerships with local companies such as the hotel
sector. The aim of the project is to empower unemployed women and offer alternative sources
of income by teaching how to create sellable clothes and accessories from wool. Since the start
of the project, productivity is growing and resulting in a higher price and more volume of
products, which leads to a higher income for the mothers.

Escuela de Padres
The Parents School (“Escuela de Padres”) programme occurs
once a month and is an opportunity for parents to familiarise
themselves with the work of Intiwawa, and receive formative
sessions to support them in the education of their children. These
sessions feature a family psychologist who offers education and
mental health advice to parents that guides them on appropriate
non-violent childcare. In 2019, Intiwawa has charged the families a
small inscription fee to attend Intiwawa. 20 Soles per family and 10
Soles for each inscribed child for the academic year (April to
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December). During parents school, the families decide about the investment of this money at
the end of the year such as in roof maintenance for the centre just before the rainy season
starts.

OUR IMPACT
Since 2018, Intiwawa has started to measure its impact during the formal registration as an
autonomous charity in Peru. As Intiwawa offers mainly social-humanitarian support in a hidden
community where statistical data collection is rare, accurately measuring the impact with reliable
numbers remains a challenge. However, Intiwawa has encountered
relevant qualitative as well as some initial quantitative impact data
to present.

Education
In 2019, 65 children and 42 parents were registered for Intiwawa’s
projects from Monday to Saturday in San Isidro. For each child we
invested 360 hours of homework support and academic tutoring in
English, Communication and Maths. On average, 25 children also
attend Intiwawa’s recreational programmes on Saturdays that
include artistic workshops and group activities of mixed age to
develop social skills such as conflict solving and team work.

While it is acknowledged by the locals that Intiwawa has certainly
reduced the practice of child labour in San Isidro, three academic exams (entry exam in April,
midterm exam in July, and final exam in December) were conducted in 2019 to observe the
academic performance of our children of San Isidro in both Mathematics and Communications.
While schools have marked their children outstandingly well in the latest report from their public
school, Intiwawa has found contrasting results: In the 2019 entry exam over 90% of all results
showed the lowest grade - in Peru marked with a “C” - in both communication and mathematics.
Overall this percentage has dropped to 30% in communication and 66% in math in Intiwawa’s
midterm exam. The final exam in December showed the majority of results in higher academic
performance marked with an A in both communications and mathematics. Improvements are
identified on Communications as the mean total scores of most grades increase over time.
Notably, primary grades 3 and 4 in Communications showed significant improvement in the
second examination. As the exams did not show satisfactory results in Mathematics, academic
reinforcement in Maths is a priority for 2019’s Tareas project planning.
Apparently, December is not a popular month for the children to do their final exams. A lot of
children did not take their exams or were not any longer at Intiwawa. We have been able to
gather complete data only from 9 children who consistently did their exams in April, July and
December. Fortunately, we noticed that all of these students performed better in the last exam
than in the first exam. We see that results from mathematics have improved. However,
individual results differ a lot. In some cases the results from July were less than in April, and
others scored worse in December. However, when results decrease it is just a small decline of
one or two points. This indicates, on one side, that results overall seem to improve, and on the
other hand, that decreasing results just experience a small reduction.
One case that is worth highlighting is the progress of Oliver, who is a student in primary grade
4th and lives in a very poor social-economic situation. In April and in July he showed
disappointing results: “C“. In December, he notably improved and showed up in the highest
category possible “AD”. The “Tareas” teachers from ‘Aula 1’ observed Oliver had some
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problems with communication regarding answering the question with a complete sentence and
the correct use of capital letters. With mathematics he had problems answering mathematical
questions. The mentioned issues with mathematics and communication are problems that the
vast majority of children face. The good results from Oliver’s exams showed that he is solving
and overcoming the mentioned difficulties.

This is a beautiful example of how children can score
impressive good results by having support when doing their
homework and the help of professors that structure their
thoughts and concentration.
Although it is difficult to show yet that Intiwawa leads directly to
better results regarding the children’s performance, it is noted
both direct and indirect effects that the project ‘Tareas’ has on
the improved academic results. This argument is strengthened
by the following points:
Indirect effects: 1) The improvement in academic results and
acquired skills and knowledge after extra efforts from the
volunteers from Intiwawa to help the child on a particular
subject. 2) The parents do not have a lot of time or want to spend their time to help the children
with their schoolwork, in our survey they argue that Intiwawa helps to improve the school results
for their children because of the assistance from our volunteers with the children their tareas.
Direct effect: 1) Since a good education of English is missing in public schools in San Isidro, and
the lack of English-speaking people in San Isidro as well as the low exposure to English
language movies and music, Intiwawa remains the only way for children to learn the language.
The volunteers experienced an increased enthusiasm and notified the improvement of the
children’s English skills.
These direct and indirect effects encourage volunteers to keep on helping the children since
they see they make a difference on the children's education.

Health
The biggest investment of Intiwawa is in nutrition. Our daily
feeding program provides daily lunch for all inscribed children in
Intiwawa from Monday to Friday. Every weekday Isidora, our
cook in Intiwawa, cooks local meals for the children. A
nutritionist, who evaluates the nutritional condition of the children
at the end of the year, consults Isidora on how to prepare healthy
meals and follows up on good practice in April of the following
year as a nutritious lunch is essential for the growth and mental
fitness of a child. To evaluate the health of the children, the
nutritionist takes a blood sample and measures the children'
height and weight. A comparison between the results in 2019
and 2018 reveals the following: While in 2018 there were 8
children with anemia, in 2019 these children do not show low
hemoglobin values anymore. However, 7 out of new children,
inscribed only a few weeks before the evaluation, have high
levels of anemia. There are multiple causes of anemia such as a poor diet, intestinal disorders,
chronic diseases, infections and other conditions usually more common in elderly age groups.
Therefore, a healthy daily diet can contribute to decreasing rates of anemia of children in
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Intiwawa in the long run considering that the nutritionist creates awareness about prevention in
the community and teaches families to eat more healthy and varied.

In addition to daily nutrition, Intiwawa offers dental treatment
sessions during weekdays through a collaboration with the
dental clinic of Universidad Catolica de Santa Maria in
Arequipa. Since introducing monthly prevention sessions for
both kids and parents in 2019, interest in dental health as
observed by increased dentist visits has gone up notably.
While in 2018 only 11 children have completed their
treatments, this year 37 children have frequently visited the
dentist and completed their treatment. Only on two occasions
the dentist reported difficulties in reaching out to families and
the project leader had to step in to accompany the children to
the clinic as the parents were hospitalized or sick. At the end
of the year, they took on the appointments again
independently. Most treatments involved caries, necrosis,
rhizolysis as well as some orthodontics.

Empowerment
Following parenting guidelines of the United Nations,
Intiwawa’s psychologist focused this year’s monthly
workshops on the topic of “Education without Violence”
creating awareness about psychological and mental
consequences of violence against children. While the
psychologist’s teaching methodology intends to offer a
variety of practical advice for parents, such as
communication tools, family games and relaxation
exercises, the Parents School is seen as the most
immediate impacting work of Intiwawa following the
survey results with the families. Almost all parents have
stated that attending the parents schools has helped
them to learn about non-violent approaches to educate
their children: “My child has started to wonder why I am not
screaming and beating anymore. I see that it really helps”. The young parents rarely receive any
support on how to raise their children. As in most occasions feel confronted with parenting
without preparation, they tend to repeat their own past experience of violent parenting. This
year, the psychologist has offered monthly consulting sessions through individual appointments
for interested mothers to increase the service provided to the community and offer more
personalized advice.

In 2019, Intiwawa saw its work with parents, and more specifically women, expanding to weekly
training in handcrafted textile production. While starting off with 10 mothers, participation
increased to 20 women at the end of the year. While no production has started yet, Intiwawa
has encouraged the mothers to offer finalized products of their textile training on sale to our
international community and on the local market. We also encouraged the mothers to sell their
own products, to enhance their selling skills. These products have been sold for a total value of
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almost S/. 21.000, whereby a part is a 20% contribution for
Intiwawa to be re-invested in the same project or, in the
case of collaboration products such as Chaqchao
chocolates, goes to the partner company. On average,
every mother earned S/. 461 from June 2019 until the end
of December with the textile products. However, there are
stark differences in the income from the textiles
considering different levels of production and working
hours invested by the mothers. In direct interviews with the
mothers, it has also been stated
that through their participation they
feel “more independent” from their
partners receiving “professional
know-how
in
textile
production” (Eufemia, mother of 4
children in Intiwawa). In some
interviews the mothers showed motivation in commercializing their textile production, but first
need to learn more and second lack financial assets. At the moment, they invest the earned
money to feed their children and cover education costs. And increased income in the
households of these families can therefore improve the families’ living conditions in the long
term.
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CASE STUDY: RUTH
Ruth Karina is an ex-student at Intiwawa who left Intiwawa in
December last year. She participated during 15 years from
kindergarten to secondary grade. During this time she has
witnessed how Intiwawa developed and expanded.

She finished school last year and studies now for the next 5
years at the University Alas Peruanas in the city centre of
Arequipa. On her typical day, Ruth Karina leaves San Isidro at 6
in the morning and travels an hour to Arequipa by bus. She has
classes from 7 until 12. Back in San Isidro at 13 o'clock,
together with her brothers, she helps her parents in the brickmanufacturing until 6 pm. After having some dinner, she goes to
her room to work on her tasks and study for university.

During the interview, Ruth Karina explained how Intiwawa helped her with her schoolwork and
also contributed to realize her dream to learn English. At school, she did not receive a decent
education in English and only received very basic knowledge. At Intiwawa, however, she could
improve her reading, oral and written skills in English. For her, education was where Intiwawa
helped her the most. In her current studies at the university, she has to obligatory attend an
English course, something that has been introduced recently in Peruvian universities. Currently,
Intiwawa’s project leader of “Tareas”, Ella, an education intern from Scotland, helps her with
English homework - only one example that shows how volunteers at Intiwawa keep on helping
former students even after they leave.
Ruth Karina has some exciting future plans. She wants to work in an enterprise that operates
abroad. Doing so, she can follow her passion by using her English skills at work. During the
interview she demonstrated great enthusiasm about working abroad and getting to know other
places at the same time. She recommends Intiwawa to increase the amount of international
volunteers and the frequency of English sessions per week to raise job opportunities for the
children. Ruth Karina’s parents support her decision and hope she no longer needs to work in
brick manufacturing.
This story is a beautiful example of how families in San Isidro encourage their children to study
and ask for help from Intiwawa. They inspire the children to learn, grow and broaden their job
opportunities. They start to see education not as a loss of time, but an investment for the future.
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MAJOR EVENTS

Mother’s Day
Mother’s Day is a very important event for Intiwawa, which was
celebrated in San Isidro in the Intiwawa house together with the
children, mothers and the entire families. On this day, which lasted the
whole morning until noon, the house of Intiwawa was decorated
beautifully. There was an entertainment programme, food for everyone
and baskets were raffled.

Spring and Youth Day
Every year, on September 23, Perú celebrates the beginning of
Spring, Friendship and Youth. With the coming of Spring people
celebrate the rebirth and renewal of mother earth. Spring also alludes
to love, hope, youth and growth. Intiwawa had a special celebration
with the kids at our house in San Isidro where they spent the day with
our volunteers enjoying fun activities and games as a break from the
Tareas chores.

Christmas Party - San Isidro and Coporaque
Annually we organise a Christmas Party. Christmas times are beautiful
and cozy. But for some families, like in San Isidro and Coporaque, it is
more difficult to celebrate Christmas due to financial issues. For these
events, Intiwawa bought gifts for every child in both San Isidro and
Coporaque. Families could also invite some people. This made it a huge
family party, where food (many kilos of Paneton were provided) and hot
Chocolate were served.
The volunteers also organised a beautiful theatre piece and artistic
presentations with the kids which brought a lot of happy smiles.
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Fundraising events

Mexican Party
A party about the ‘Dia de Los Muertos’ held at the Red Lion Club.
There was the opportunity to do make-up, the provision of guacamole
and nachos together with Mexican dance made it a beautiful night.

Party of the Masks
A dance of the masks at the Red Lion Club. The volunteers bought
simple masks which were being sold during the party.

National Holiday Party
A party at the bar ‘Dejavu’. Everything was aligned with the red and
white colors (colors of the Peruvian flag). There were free shots (red
and yellow Jellyshots) and a discount for the entrance for people that
came to the party with a red and white shirt.

80s/90s Party
A party in the Dejavu club. The volunteers appeared disguised in the
theme of the party in the 80s/90s. There was a big banner and a
promotion outside to attract more guests.

Halloween Party
It is known Peruvians also celebrate Halloween, this is one of the most
important parties for young people.

Football tournament
The football tournaments with a barbecue are organised every 6
months. These events generate a huge income for Intiwawa. It
requires a lot of effort and requires the help of Peruvians to find local
teams. Planning the grill (preparing meat, cooking potatoes and corn
and preparing sauces) requires a lot of time of the volunteers.
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Madres Luchadoras Events

FIA
This year we attended quite a lot of different fairs and events to sell
the woolen products made at our ‘Madres Luchadoras’ project. In
August we were part of the FIA in Arequipa for 10 days. We sold 150
items and made an income of 4.866 Soles for our mothers.

Hotels and Restaurants Fair
This fair was a very important one for Intiwawa. The focus was not on
selling the products made in the project ‘Madres Luchadores’, but more
on making long-term contacts with hotels and restaurants. During the
event we made many contacts with small and big businesses. A
beautiful example is the contact with luxury hotel Katari, which is
located at the Plaza de Armas from Arequipa. The owner of the hotel
searches for new decoration for the beds in their rooms. They were
interested in the high-quality of the materials from the products that the
mothers made.
Currently, Intiwawa is in the beginnings of working out a deal to bring
exposure to the work of the mothers and to cover some of the textile
supply needs of the hotel.

Christmas Market at Alianza Frances
Bringing a bit of Europe to Peru at Christmas time, that was the
purpose of this fair at the Alianza Francesa. The French school
organised a Christmas market over the weekend in December
where several organisations could sell their goods. We had a stand
where we sold mulled wine, a popular drink in Europe perfect for the
cold winters, and the products from our ‘Madres Luchadoras’.
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VOLUNTEERS
In 2019, Intiwawa received 104 volunteers from a variety of
different places, both internationally and nationally. While interns
on the field received more responsibility through leader positions,
we also received more long-term volunteers than ever to
undertake important coordinator positions on both the German
and Peruvian committees. These positions are essential in
developing Intiwawa’s work and image as a professional and selfsufficient organisation.

AFID
As part of Intiwawa’s registration as a charity in Peru, we began working with the accountancy
firm Accounting for International Development two years ago.
AfID is a charity based in the UK which works to place volunteer accountants in NGO´s around
the world to support the NGO´s finance functions, controls and processes. AfID works with the
NGO to assess the needs and requirements the NGO may have and then finds a volunteer that
fits these needs. Throughout the placement AfID provides support to the volunteers to ensure
that the volunteer transitions into the role and AfID acts as a liaison between volunteer and
organisation. AfID also monitor the progress made by volunteers and ensure that the needs of
the organisation are met.

AfID offers partners guidance for identification and evaluation of
needs, carefully matching them with a professional accountant
volunteer, supporting with the coordination and monitoring the
progress of each placement, as well as supporting ongoing
needs.
We received two accountants in 2019 who helped modernize our
Peruvian accounting and enhanced our newly established
professional digital accounting system to manage Intiwawa’s
finances.

AfiD’s Irish volunteer Conor professionalised our internal finance
system. By doing this important task, he helped to improve our
financial operations.
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Weltwaerts - Volnet
Towards the end of 2018, we also received two volunteers
from the German government’s Weltwaerts programme under
the peruvian registered association. These volunteers spend
between nine to 19 months volunteering with an organisation
and receive financial support, cultural preparation as well as
visa for their stay in Peru. We have been proud to receive
them as part of our aim to create more, long-lasting
collaborations where volunteers built strong bonds with our
work and receive impactful responsibilities. During her first
year, Marlen Wieduwilt has been working as a Volunteer
Coordinator during a transition time to then take over as local
Fundraising Coordinator to organise events and initiate new
collaborations.

Artur Erxl eb e n h a s jo i n e d
Intiwawa to give academic
support to secondary grade
children during the weekdays and is working closely with the
marketing coordinator when implementing his talent in video
editing.

AIESEC
AIESEC is a global student platform recruiting interns and
volunteers for NGOs and companies for a minimum of six
weeks. The international relations graduate from Belgium,
Emiel Buffel, has joined Intiwawa for three months to conduct a
comprehensive survey with the community.

Working in coordination with our impact analyst, he has
collected data to measure the NGO’s impact and investigate
the socio- economic situation of Intiwawa’s families. Emiel has
been inspired by his work at Intiwawa and pursues an
Advanced Master Programme in Economics of Development.
Ater this study he hopes to do his doctorate in the same area
as his next professional step.

Besides Emiel, we welcomed other volunteers from Aiesec. In November, Deisy Milena
Restrepo from Belgium/Colombia joined us to support the fundraising team.
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Earlier in the year, Luisa Fernanda Echeverri from Colombia supported the fundraising team.
Erik Eduardo Gaona Salazar and Jessica Trumble from the United States also joined the team
of volunteers and supported our work.

IWA en Acción committee

In 2019, new roles in Fundraising have been
implemented such as a Sales Coordinator for
Intiwawa’s products: “My name is Savannah Kosten
and I am the first sales coordinator at Intiwawa. My
role is to find more selling opportunities for our
products at a local level as well as through online
channels. Furthermore, I am in charge of the online
webshop. Under new leadership, in 2020 I will be
focusing on a sales strategy for the coming years,
which will also include the strategic development of
the ‘Madres Luchadores’ project.”

Intiwawa e.V. committee

One of the most sustainable support Intiwawa receives, is the support
of volunteers working in Peru and joining Intiwawa e.V. on their return
to their home country. Antonia Schuman, a psychology student, is a
great example of one of the most hardworking volunteers being the
leader on 2019’s vacation program and later on joining the German
committee as volunteer recruiter to introduce applicants to work at
Intiwawa.
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Internships
In 2019, Intiwawa has also seen an increased number of
education, social work and psychology interns working in the field
as well as marketing and management interns supporting in
administration. Out of many hard working interns, we had two
social work interns joining for six months: Henrikje Jaeger and
Priska Lichtenberger-Maier. As volunteer coordinator, Priska has
prepared new arrivals, accompanied newcomers in their first
weeks and issued certificates before their departure. As Project
Leader of both parents schools and dentist treatments in Peru,
Henrikje has coordinated monthly parenting sessions with our
psychologist and other professionals and followed up on the
dental treatment of the children, needing to step in when parents
were not able to assist. Both interns proved their great work
attitude in Peru and have therefore been invited to join the
German committee to enhance university collaborations in 2020.

Project Leaderships
Greta Moro, a social work student from Italy, has been
project leader of “Tareas” in the first half year of 2019. With
the new tutoring plan, Greta has worked closely with
Intiwawa’s teacher to prepare digital and printed exercise
materials for english, maths and communication in her first
months. The Leader of Tareas also manages the Tarea’s
resources, both material and human. This also means
being the first contact point for the children, the parents,
the teachers, the volunteers and the whole Intiwawa team.
The Leader of Tareas is in continuous communication with
the General Director, updating about the developments or
problems at Intiwawa on a daily routine.
Throughout her internship Greta has been coordinating
human and material resources for a successful project
execution and implementation of tutoring sessions for the
children during the weekdays.
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Academic projects
We are proud to have seen the impact of our first formal
collaboration with a Latinamerican university:
“Institución Universitaria Colegio Mayor de Antioquia”.
Darwin Hoyos, a management intern from Colombia,
has assisted the general director and investigated the
potential implementation of new long-term fundraising
and recruitment opportunities for the NGO. As one of his
contributions, Darwin has been assisting our
Fundraising Coordinators in networking events and
initiated new collaborations with the hotel sector to
establish larger orders of our mother’s textile
handcrafts. Darwin is a great example of how a threemonth internship can lead to immediate impact in
furthering the potential of our NGO.

“My name is Darwin, intern from the Institución
Universitaria Colegio Mayor de Antioquia in Medellín,
where I study Planification and Social Development. In Intiwawa I helped the fundraising team
by creating a proposal that consisted of a short, medium and long-term implementation that
aims to improve the impact and efficiency of the fundraising area”. Some of his ideas include the
creation of sponsorship of the children, implement tracking of web-conversations to better
finance projects, research on permanent grants of international organisations to fund NGOs,
implement benefits of Google for nonprofits, management of new alliances and potential
customers of the products fabricated in the project ‘Madres Luchadores’, among others.

FINANCES
While being financed by international donations, which besides Australia, England and Holland
mainly include German donations, Intiwawa has been taking a first step to local fundraising in
2019. Around 85% of the income is related to donations from individuals and the rest from
independent organizations or activities. During 2019, the main source of income has been
generated by the German-registered organisation, Intiwawa e.V. The majority of funds are
raised through individual donations and memberships. Building on the registration of the
Peruvian organization IWA en Acción in 2018, local fundraising activities throughout the year
have covered 20% of the annual budget, which refers to the total local costs of the months of
November and December. In addition, the
German team has expanded with two new
positions in International Fundraising initiating
with further fundraising platforms such as
Globalgiving and Facebook crowdfunding
leading to new income sources.
During 2019, two professionally qualified
accountants from Ireland came to undertake
volunteer accounting placements with IWA en
Acción in Arequipa. These placements were
organised through the international NGO
Accounting for International Development
(AfID) and proved to be invaluable to the
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organisation. The value of these placements are not recorded in the financial statements
however the cost of the services are valued between $20,000 - $40,000 (USD). The aim of the
placements was to establish effective, long-term systems for the digital management of
Intiwawa’s finances, so that our volunteers on each committee can be consistent and
transparent when working on the organisation’s accounts.

Looking at the total budget distribution of
Intiwawa for Peru in 2019, the committee
differentiates between three main areas:
1. Programme costs that include daily basic
costs of the community centre such as
electricity, internet and water as well as any
cost related to the execution of the projects
including staff (cook, teacher, house care and
psychologist), food for daily lunches and
materials for the kids (providing for homework
support, tutoring and weekend activities) as
well as the parents (materials for parenting
workshops and payments of the mother’s
training); 2. Governance costs that mainly
involve third party services of Intiwawa’s local lawyer and accountant; 3. Administration costs
that are kept at the very minimum considering that Intiwawa works mainly with volunteers sitting
in both committees and receiving reimbursement for spendings on promotion or necessary
travel for the administration of Intiwawa in Peru.

Tareas, Intiwawa’s after school program for the children continues to be Intiwawa’s biggest
investment delivering food and academic support five days a week for 65 children. In 2019,
however, a new project has taken on the second biggest investment covering training costs for
the mother’s textile project that started first three times per week while the session frequency
reduced to Saturdays during the dry season adapting to the mother’s availability. The dentist
treatments have also gained an increased investment percentage in 2019 as assistance has
gone up, while the monthly parents schools and Saturday’s weekend workshops for 25 kids at
Club Intiwawa consider only small budget proportions.
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THE FUTURE

Over the past months Intiwawa’s executives led the search for the new General Director to take
the organization’s work to the next level. After an extensive search, we were delighted to find
Maria Llanos Martell who now will lead Intiwawa in 2020 and 2021.

“I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to serve as General
Director for Intiwawa for the next
two years. Right after I joined the
team and walked into one of our
Tareas and Madres Luchadoras
classrooms I got the chance to
meet all these amazing children
and women. This simple but also
memorable experience affirmed
to me how important this work is.
As a woman, a Peruvian, and as
a n o n - p r o fi t o r g a n i z a t i o n
executive, the mission of
Intiwawa resonates personally
and makes me more committed
to realizing our vision and
potential, and leading Intiwawa
into its next exciting phase. I look
forward to working with such a
dedicated team, volunteers and
supporters to continue growing
the organization by embracing a
global vision and targeting
international markets, and
building strategic, impact-driven
alliances and partnerships that strengthen and complement our programs and organizational
needs. 2020 and 2021 will bring many exciting initiatives and changes for Intiwawa. Stay
tuned!”.
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